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Effectiveness, by design.
A Boardroom Effectiveness Concept, Introduced by Sharon Constançon
CEO, Genius Boards & Genius Methods
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HOW THIS CONCEPT CAME ABOUT.
Previous research has developed “The Cognitive Bias Codex” and the Heuristics in judgement
and decision making. The latter being included within the Codex as biases.
The three heuristics defined by Tversky and Kahneman are:Availability
Representativeness
Anchoring and Adjustment
More heuristics have since been defined and grouped into judgemental, evaluation and affect
heuristics.
The Cognitive Codex, by John Manoogian III, defines 188 cognitive biases and groups them
into four categories:
Too much information
Not enough meaning
Need to act fast
What should we remember?

Today we are in a world of quick responses and limited time to assess an overload of detail.
This delivered an exercise of assessing Boards and their Directors and determining which
biases were most prevalent in Board room environments.
Importantly too, this could be presented in an 'easy to assimilate and apply' manner to help
Directors to recognise the bias influences on their decision making and enable them to take
corrective action.
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HOW GENIUS DEFINED WHICH BIASES
WERE CONSIDERED.
We reflected on 10 years of Genius Methods and Genius Boards working with
Directors and, whilst performing Board Evaluations, determined which key
biases were at play - some being on the Cognitive Codex.
The Genius exercise began with the base list of nine biases defined by Jeremy
Cross, in his textbook for the Chartered Governance Institute, ICSA Qualifying
Program, 'Boardroom Dynamics'. In this Jeremy lists nine of what he defines as
'well-known' biases - eight from the Codex and then, the most valuable bias to
be considered – Metacognitive Bias – believing that we are immune from bias.
"A perfect example of Metacognitive Bias playing out was demonstrated by a
Director, who argued that Directors were not so shallow or stupid so as not to
recognise that they could be influenced in their decision making. Therefore,
bias did not exist. His philosophy - Directors only considered facts to define an
outcome.
A decision that soon followed, showed this individual responding to a number
of inherent personal biases when an unexpected bid was received for the
company. His input was shown to be directly influenced by his personal gain
agenda, as a result of his shareholding."
Four common biases noted by Alicia Nortje, Ph.D are:
Confirmation Bias
Gambler’s fallacy
Gender bias
Group attribution error
These are all key biases that Directors need to be cognitive of at all times when they read the newspapers, consider a proposal, listen to colleagues’
input, process information, formulate their ideas, and make decisions.
Remembering that a Director is to remain “independent of mind” at all times, it
is also easy to go with the flow. It is simpler to not be the one with a different
view; difficult to think outside of our own experiences. We are often too lazy to
think of other considerations or the possible outcomes of alternate decisions.
We do not like to open ourselves up to the harsh challenge of our views –
several biases already evident to sway a Director's thinking!
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1.CONFIRMATION BIAS
As humans, we love to be right.
Directors will draw on previous experience and blanket those facts over a
current decision without assessing the detail fully. Similarly, we consider our
previous success as a 'given' on a current decision, taking a short cut to a
decision, without considering the unique facts present.
For example: The Directors are considering a merger and need to make a
decision. The majority of the NEDs have had bad merger experiences
through their careers, but one NED has led a very successful merger and
has assessed the detail of this proposal thoroughly. The 'nays' win - they
cannot see success, short-cut past the facts, and see failure, whilst and the
Executives and one NED are outvoted. The merger opportunity dies.

2. GAMBLER FALLACY
We are also skewed by numbers and, often, we see this impacting Board
Directors' behaviour.
This links back to the 'Gambler Fallacy' of believing a better future
outcome is imminent, as til now, this has not occurred.
An example: The Directors receive a presentation from the CEO on
another investment. The statistics presented are marginally better than
the last two failed investments, and on the basis that the previous two
failed, the Directors vote in favour of this third investment as a
'calculated bet' to be a success.

3. GENDER BIAS
This could equally have been titled – 'Diversity bias in a boardroom context'.
Boards are now having to consider demands for inclusivity across all
diversities - not present in the older-style Boards of last century, which were
typically 'all male' with a high degree of commonality amongst members.
Gender bias is specifically referenced by Nortje, who evidences research in
this regard. It is further correlated in an example covered by Cross, where
the handling gender diversity evidences that women are more harshly
assessed than the male Directors, of each other.
Continued...
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3. GENDER BIAS - CONTINUED
The logic process prevailing is that hierarchy proceeds effectiveness within
the male 'kingdom', shortfalls are generally more accepted, and the political
game of self-advancement continues.
In the case of male Directors assessing female peers, they are considered
either good and accepted, and inside the team, or they are not. More often
they are not - and must go. There is limited “middle of the road” responses of
respecting and accepting for what they may be.
For example - A Board agreed that diversity was needed - both gender,
sales, marketing, and customer focus skills being required. They found an
ideal candidate who had a successful commercial business career as a
CEO, running large businesses. She had no experience in financial
services, but brought to the Board, commercial, business knowledge, risk
appetite, creativity, and customer-consideration skills - required today by
the FCA and PRA. Her colleagues did not understand her point of view at
all. They ridiculed her lack of financial services knowledge despite her
amazing effort to upskill, leaving her excluded, and completely
disempowered as a Director.
Hopefully, increased experience of women and other diversities in the
Boardroom, will breakdown this defined judgement heuristic.

4. GROUP ATTRIBUTION ERROR
How we love to generalise that, "Woman have more empathy;" that,
"Engineers are men, nurses, women;" "Men are more resilient..."
For example - Negative Attribution - In a boardroom environment, attribution
error could be played out where a Director has previously worked with a
German, and found their 'Germanic abruptness' difficult to have in the team.
Or, perhaps, having experienced African Directors on the team, and finding
their views on time management and attendance, less than acceptable.
Now, when engaging with another German or African, attributing to the new
individual, the previously perceived 'less than satisfactory' behaviour.
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4. GROUP ATTRIBUTION ERROR - CONTINUED
For example - Positive Attribution - A Director attributing cultural
association of trust of one’s own kind to a consultant of the same
geographical origin, and allowing the attribution positivity to influence the
decision of this provider over others pitching for the same project.

5. COMMON DIRECTOR BIASES
In the list defined by Jeremy Cross, the other eight biases from the Codex,
that he defines as influences in decision-making, are:
Group think
Confirmation bias
Anchoring effect
Hindsight bias
Availability
Loss aversion
Sunk cost fallacy
Framing effect
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NOW CONSIDERING THESE FURTHER
Biases are often nuances of many others
creating similarities, yet, not quite the same.
Considering previous definitions has led to the
determination of themes of biases, seen
playing out in the Boardroom.
A Company Secretary is positioned in the one role that can
watch biases playing out. With plenty of "pre-suasion" and
communication, they can then support Directors to recognise the
influences that are impacting their engagement, and their impact
on effective decision making.
For example - An acting CFO of a FTSE 250 company, who is
also a Non-Executive Director on an FTSE 500 Board. A
proposal to invest in a “Digital and Cultural Transformation
Plan” is put forward by the Executives, to replace legacy IT
systems over a period of two years. This will also involve
spending money on a cultural engagement project to improve
internal stakeholder engagement in the new, evolving ways of
working.
The Company Secretary knows this particular Director well.
Aptly nicknamed as “Mr No” they recognise that it is likely the
Director will cause months of delay in the project's approval.
Due to the Director's view on internal investment being a
waste of financial resources, the Company Secretary will
need time to help the Director understand other important
outcomes.
The internal team determines that much work will be needed to
identify the outcomes that will prevail if the investment is not
approved. These will need to be presented, by the Company
Secretary, as determined future increases in costs, before that
Director will consider spending now, to save later.
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THE 'GENIUS' IDENTIFICATIONS
Over the past two years, 'Genius' have identified key biases seen playing
out in Board environments.
These influencing debate, discussions and decisions in matters of digital
expansion, culture recognitions, ESG, green agenda, pandemic, crisis reengineering strategies, new working conditions, and growing recognition of
worker well-being.
Working from the nine biases listed by Jeremy Cross a further 18 biases
have been identified from the Codex as being currently prevalent influencing Directors in effectively delivering their fiduciary duty.

GROUPING OF BIASES. NAMING OF GROUPS.
The total of 27 boardroom related biases evolved, and were used to map
Directors’ behaviours, predicting how they would respond in given
circumstances.
These were further discussed with the ICSA / Chartered Governance
Institute Final Qualifying Program students, of which Sharon Constançon
is the tutor for 'Boardroom Dynamics'.
Themes quickly evolved, as well as the nature of each theme, such that
we now have seven bias themes identified. Seven themes are easier to
assimilate and for Genius to use to support Directors in learning and
absorbing the degree to which 'bias' impacts everything they are
contributing towards.
The value becomes apparent where these Directors, who have engaged
themselves in understanding, are in a better position to recognise bias in
others.
It is important for Company Secretaries to be totally up to speed on these
influences within the Boardroom. They can then support a clear
understanding for the Chairman, who can present the many mitigations to
tripping-up these biases, before they cause damage.
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THE BIAS GROUPS
The Easy Answer Influences
Group Think
Expectation Bias
Projection Bias
Authority Bias
Blind Spot Bias
Omission Bias
For these biases the influence is to short-cut to the solution with
the obvious information, without making any effort to search out
other information.

Personal Influences
Metacognitive Bias
Self-Serving Bias
Survivorship Bias
Naivety Bias
These are the personality, character, and behaviour-related
influences that impact an individual - personal gain, financial
gain, or status, being common self-serving biases.

Good Feeling Influences
Confirmation Bias
Availability Bias
Positivity Bias
Frequency Effect
We are influenced to feel good and to achieve success. We will
drive for that outcome, often at all costs, not taking cognisance of
glaring warning signs.
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THE BIAS GROUPS - CONTINUED
Attachment Influences
Anchoring Effect
Hindsight Bias
Status Quo Bias
Framing Effect
Context Effect
By committee, and through many people’s character, Directors might
be inclined to avoid blame or being accountable. The 'Attachment
Influences' will play heavily on these Directors, giving them a structure
and framework to 'hide behind' and make accountable - not wanting
any negative outcomes to be deemed their responsibility.

Avoidance Influences
Loss Aversion
Sunken Cost Fallacy
Negativity Bias
Ostrich Effect
Not being comfortable to take a decision that has a cost, loss, or
negative-feeling outcome, are often influences that cause a less than
perfect decision to be taken. Effectively, this is where the Directors
ignore the value of the right decision, so as to not be held responsible
for what make feel uncomfortable.

Reference Influences
Risk Compensation
Moral Credential Effect
Too Difficult Bias
Conservatism Bias
A far-from-perfect decision by a Committee or a Team can often be the
result of negative influences, a low appetite for risk and difficult
conversations, and influenced by the 'conservative element'. A
powerful influencer is a Director with strong ethics and integrity. They
can weigh heavily for good outcomes, but can be a negative influence
too.
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THE BIAS GROUPS - CONTINUED
The Seventh Bias Theme - Diversity Influences
There are many more biases that are outside of the Codex which Genius has
evidenced at play, which today can be grouped under the heading of Diversities.
Boards have been focused, firstly, on the gender diversity which through the
work of the Davies Review and the Hampton-Alexander Review received
attention, focus, targets and ultimate recognition in the UK Corporate
Governance Code.
The Parker Review has focused on ethnicity and cultural diversity in boardrooms.
The UK Corporate Governance Code now recognised cognitive diversity.
Recent research by the Chartered Governance Institute focuses on the
risks of mindful exclusion within board behaviour.
The diversity theme is prevalent is so many ways and place that it is a
whole topic of risk to decision making and board effectiveness.

Listed Diversities:
Gender, Age, Social, Ethnicity, Race, Country, Culture, Cognitive,
Quotients, Protected, Non-Visible
Board effectiveness is the outcome of a board the has the quality
leadership and the right ethics, integrity, behaviour, engagement,
contribution, time, consideration, challenge, debate, communication
and respect - just to begin with!
Therefore, diversity is a contributor of value not a separate
consideration.
Decision making is impacted negatively when we do not readily allow
for all the relevant opinions from around the table to be included.
The challenge to most Chairpeople is managing the conversation with
such diversity of input such that the balance of opinions are heard and
considered, but to ensure that the majority input is considered and not
the minority swaying the collective voice in an imbalanced way.
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THE GENIUS SEVEN BUSINESS BIAS
THEMES MODEL

As a Director, being mindful of these seven business bias themes will allow for
conscious review of the circumstances present. It raises awareness to the risk the
Director is being influenced by any of these biases and importantly, identifies if
others in the team are being influenced by bias.
The next step would be for a Director to assess themselves and the rest of the
Board, questions that would unearth and make evident the interplay of bias in their
respective and collective thinking, thereby negating its influence on the decisions.
Questions to protect effective decision making would include asking more about
the proposal, about the person’s justifications and assumptions. This would then
be followed by a review of your reactions on each of the business bias themes.
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THE GENIUS SEVEN BUSINESS BIAS
THEMES MODEL - CONTINUED
A useful standpoint for many Directors is to project themselves into
the future and look back at the decision - considering the interplay of
biases from that lens, rather than from within the current “noise” of
information.

Seven Business Biases:
Easy Answer Influences
Personal Influences
Good Feeling Influences
Attachment Influences
Avoidance Influences
Reference Influences
Diversities
In Genius’ experience, not one of these business bias themes
consistently leads on to the others.
We see all seven interplaying in different Boards, at different times.
The Personal Influence bias theme is often present and when
condensed to its basic components, is usually themed around
monetary gain or personal 'ego' outcomes.
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IMPACT WITHIN A TEAM OR BOARD
An assessment of 'Bias Influence' was carried out on a Board of seven
Directors, made up of the Chairman, a Lawyer, the CFO, Financial
Service Directors, and an Entrepreneur - defined in this assessment by
their role and/or key professional capability.
They were assessed as to the likelihood a bias would impact them from least
likely to be influenced being rated a 1 and most likely to be influenced rated
as a 10.
Each Director was assessed against the 27 biases and 11 diversities
contained within the Genius Business Bias Themes Model.
The ideal objective would be to have a bias outcome of 3 or less for a
Director to be comfortable that they were constructively objective in their
decision making.
There were several individual results of 3 and below, but the concerning
outcome for this collective “Board of Seven” was that in every category the
collective bias influence was high,
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IMPACT WITHIN A TEAM OR BOARD - CONTINUED
There were several results of '3' and below.
However, the concerning outcome for this 'Board of Seven' was that, in every
category, the bias influence was high.
At least one Director was heavily biased in each theme, giving a bias
influence average for the Board equal to an extremely high 6.42 (out of 10)
with a limited delta of 1.33 points between the seven business biases and no
bias group below 5, least of all 3 or below.
The 'Reference Influence' had an almost identical average to the overall
average and chosen to consider further insights into the Directors’ likelihood
to be impacted by a bias.
Considering the seven Directors and the 'Reference Influence Averages', we
determined that there were variances between the Directors with a delta of 7
points between high and low.
This shows that there were vastly different influence factors amongst the
Directors. Reflect on the Chairman, the Lawyer, and the CFO, being most
influenced by 'Reference Bias'. The least influenced Directors were the
Entrepreneur, and the Financial Services Directors.
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IMPACT WITHIN A TEAM OR BOARD - CONTINUED
As the 'Reference Bias' is made up of four discreet biases, a further analysis
was carried out on the results for the seven Directors, of the 'Risk
Compensation Bias'. This again gave a vastly different picture, with an 8point delta, and the data showing that the Chairman, Lawyer, and the CFO,
had the lowest risk appetite.
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IMPACT WITHIN A TEAM OR BOARD - CONTINUED
Their 'Moral Credential Effect Bias' is most likely to be one of the
few where a high influence of bias could be better, but it equally
can derail a business decision.
The pattern of the Risk and the Moral Credential are dramatically
different for the Board of Seven.

PERSPECTIVE OF THE IMPACT ON THE INDIVIDUAL DIRECTOR

Statistics, Lies and the Truth
The limited insights shared show that, as with all statistics, one
needs to be beware that the average story can be misleading.
One should consider the detail, in this case, all the influences,
to determine a true understanding of what impacts each
individual Director and therefore together, their impact on that
Board’s decision making outcomes.
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PERSPECTIVE OF THE IMPACT OF A SINGLE
DIRECTOR
A Chairman should be providing feedback to the Board on an
annual basis and this could be an additional assessment
process followed by the Board.
If an in-depth study were to be considered, there could be a
360-style review, and peer vs self-assessments, compared.
These will invariably provide remarkably interesting insights of
how a Director perceives themselves.
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PERSPECTIVE OF THE IMPACT OF A SINGLE
DIRECTOR - CONTINUED
In the above diagram, the CFO and the Customer Director are compared on the
seven business bias themes.
These roles have been chosen, and depicted, not for their results giving the
highest delta (which was between the Chairman at 8.61 and the Financial
Services Director at 4.52) but because often these two Directors have vastly
differing and opposing views on spend - being the need to invest for future
deliverables.
The CFO is heavily influenced in many categories. Their lowest influence
category, the Good Feeling Influence, being the highest influence on the
Customer Director.
In the “Board of Seven” example, the Chairman, who is the most biased, has an
exceedingly difficult task of firstly managing their own influence upon others
and the decision, but also managing the conversation, debate and journey to
allow the whole Board to reach the right decision on an investment in the
customer experience.

CONCLUSION
A mature and mindful Director, with good EQ, will recognise their own bias
influencers and will willingly work on the various mitigating strategies to
ensure they remain constructive and objective in their debates, challenges
and decisions.
A Director suffering 'Metacognitive Bias' will be consistently influenced,
thereby causing the Chairman, and the Board a high degrees of stress in
getting to a point of reasonable consensus in decision making.
There is a role for the Company Secretary to be aware of these influencers
and to work with each Director to be a better Director, and to be objective in
working-out how to negate their bias influencers.
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